```The social' doesn't exist as a single spatial type. Rather, it performs several kinds of space in which different`operations' take place. First, there are regions in which objects are clustered together and boundaries are drawn around each cluster. Second, there are networks in which distance is a function of the relations between the elements and difference a matter of relational variety... [S]ometimes boundaries come and go, allow leakage or disappear altogether, while relations transform themselves without fracture. Sometimes, then, social space behaves like a fluid . '' Mol and Law (1994, page 643) 1 Introduction The spatial language in the above quotation is obvious.
Introduction
The spatial language in the above quotation is obvious. (1) Largely, however, actornetwork theorists have not engaged with work in the discipline of geography. For their part, many geographers remain sceptical of the contribution of actor-network theory (ANT). It is argued in this paper that geographers have much to gain from ANT but that so too does ANT from geography. Geographers have for some time been conducting research and producing work that is not only broadly compatible with ANT but that could also contribute to the elaboration of ANT.` [ P] roximityöboth geographical and cultural'' (Cohendet et al, 1999, page 232 ) is discussed in this paper in the context of relations involved in organising the transport logistics of newsprint manufactured in Australia. (2) A close business relationship has recently been established between management of the only two newsprint mills operating in Australia and a number of enterprises making up a new consortium dedicated to the transport, warehousing, and distribution of newsprint from these mills.
The emergence and operation of this consortium exemplify the complex relation of culture and geography. Each partner in the consortium worked hard to establish`c ultural commonality'' (Gertler, 1995, page 15) , to develop a type of``spatial fix'' (Harvey, 1982) for problems with existing transport logistics, and to construct a management company both to concentrate the various economies and capabilities of each partner and, as far as possible, to`centre' the geography of the consortium.
The structure in this paper is as follows. First, some brief background is given on Red, the newsprint manufacturer, and Blue, the transport logistics consortium, which together provide the bulk of the research material discussed. Second, some key terms and the elements employed from ANT are introduced. Third, the establishing of geooperational fit and cultural commonality between the enterprises involved is outlined. Fourth, the spatial fix designed to address problems with existing transport logistics is discussed. Fifth, the characteristics and location of the centre of the resulting organisational network are set out, with an emphasis on locational mobility in response to changes both within and external to the network. Finally, the applicability of ANT in geography, and the usefulness of geography to ANT, are discussed in the conclusion.
2 Case-study enterprises: Red and Blue
Ownership changes and new requirements for Red
Red was formed in 1938 and its two mills continue to be Australia's only manufacturers of newsprint. Apart from the Tasmanian state government, the original backer of the Red venture was a group of Australian newspaper publishers. The group was interested in establishing a reliable and cost-effective domestic newsprint mill to supply press sites in Australia.
In 1988 the ownership structure of Red was changed significantly. Of the eight original newspaper publishing owners, only one remained as a 50% owner of the enterprise. More significantly, for the first time in Red's history one of the core activities of its new 50% owner was the manufacture of pulp and paper, including newsprint. The new owner was not a newspaper publisher and therefore received no downstream benefits from part-owning Red. It aimed therefore to profit from its 50% share in Red by managing the enterprise as cost-effectively as possible. Consequently, Red's internal`cost plus 6%' newsprint pricing system was abandoned and Red was required to work towards providing newsprint at a world competitive price.
In addition, Red's remaining newspaper publishing owner gave Red notice that it intended to introduce high-speed, four-colour, offset printing presses that would require newsprint of higher quality than Red was then producing and delivering. This requirement meant that the production and delivery of newsprint by Red would have to be improved to be comparable to the world's best newsprint manufacturers:`.
.. Red's customers took a step upwards in the equipment they were using. X, for example, invested something like AU$ 1.3 billion on the Australian eastern seaboard on new presses ... . And it wasn't a small step because the old presses used to run about 20 000 copies an hour and now they run around anywhere between 60 and 80 000 copies an hour ... . So, the way we used to ship paper and handle the rolls, they just wouldn't have survived, they wouldn't have lasted on the press'' (management, Red, October 1997). For its part, Red believed that it had to improve the quality of its newsprint and delivery to the point where possible domestic competitors, as well as international newsprint manufacturers considering locating in Australia, assessed the Australian newsprint market as being exceptionally well provided by Red in terms of quality, cost, and market share (management, Red, August 1995) . (3) 2.2 Focusing on transport logistics: prelude to Blue By the early 1990s Australian newspaper publishers, attuned to the economic bottom line, no longer held much sentiment for the aging sole domestic newsprint supplier. (4) If high-quality newsprint manufactured on new paper machines at lower cost in Indonesia, rather than Canada, for example, could be reliably supplied, fortnightly, into the Australian market then newspaper publishers would purchase it. The onus was on Red to combat changing competitive relations in part by reducing its delivery times and beating its competitors to the market. From Red's perspective, therefore, some difficult geo-operational and organisational issues with its existing transport logistics providers needed to be addressed. Geo-operationally, Red's``three key drivers'' were``less damage, better service and reduced price'' (management, P, December 1997). In other words, Red wanted fewer of its newsprint rolls damaged between its mills and its customers' press sites; it wanted its newsprint rolls to be delivered just-in-time daily; and it wanted a cheaper transport logistics service overall. Organisationally, Red also wanted a single entity to be responsible for the transport logistics of its newsprint, to bring better``accuracy'' (management, Red quoted in The Mercury 20 October 1993, page 3), accountability and scale economies to the service.`B efore Blue ... in an effort to drive costs down, Red operated transport out of each mill as a mill function, there was no purchasing power or economies of scale brought to bear ... . But the problem with that was that by dividing your business up that way, Red management at A would see that they're shipping 240 000 tonnes of product out of [Tasmania] , but by the time you give it to 25 different carriers Red isn't really a major part of their business' ' (management, Red, October 1977) . Finally, Red wanted whatever new transport logistics arrangements that might eventuate to result in the`continuous improvement' of the service.`B ecause Red's business was such a small proportion of those transport providers, there was really no incentive for them to go and invest in the new equipment that we needed to service the press sites'' (management, Red, October 1997).
3 Actor-network theory: some key terms Actor-network theory' (ANT) is a commonly used shorthand for a body of work principally constituted by three authors, Michel Callon, Bruno Latour, and John Law. In addition to their own work, these authors produce collaborative pieces, as well as work with other people. Labelling theirs and others' work as`actor-network theory' is problematic:``there are four things that do not work with [it] : the word actor, the word network, the word theory and the hyphen!'' (Latour, 1999, page 15) . Though ANT appears, for the moment, to be the acronym most frequently employed, a number of contributors prefer alternatives such as`anthropology of science and techniques',`science and technology studies', or, more tongue-in-cheek,`actantrhizome ontologies'. For convenience, however, ANT is used in this paper to refer to the work of its three principals. What, then, is an`actor' according to ANT?`A ny element which bends space around itself, makes other elements dependent upon itself and translates their will into a language of its own. An actor makes changes in the set of elements and concepts habitually used to describe the social and the natural worlds. By stating what belongs to the past, and of what the future consists, by defining what comes before and what comes after, by building up balance sheets, by drawing up chronologies, it imposes its own space and time. It defines space and its organization, sizes and their measures, values and standards, the stakes and rules of the gameöthe very existence of the game itself. Or else it allows another, more powerful than itself, to lay them down'' (Callon and Latour, 1981, page 286) . A`network' is`n ot reducible to a market (coordination through market transactions), an organisation (coordination through hierarchy), a club (coordination through trust), a socio-technical system (coordination through technical artefacts), a community of specialists (coordination through knowledge) or an automaton composed of a disciplined body (coordination through embodied skills); rather, it is a combination of these, a hybrid'' (Callon et al, 1997, page 393; see also Callon, 1994) . From these two quotations, two key concepts regarding actor-networks in the context of this paper are translation and coordination.`B y translation we understand all the negotiations, intrigues, calculations, acts of persuasion and violence, thanks to which an actor or force takes, or causes to be conferred on itself, authority to speak or act on behalf of another actor or force'' (Callon and Latour, 1981, page 279) . This definition of translation has similarities to some definitions of power: for example,`T he investigation of the devices by which some people can manage to get you to give my meaning to what both of us say and do is the study of power'' (Harre¨, 1997, page 182). Foucault's (1980) conceptualisation of power/knowledge also comes to mind, though the following from Callon and Latour (1981, page 293 ) is more appropriate to the research material discussed:`T wo actors can only be made indissociable if they are one. For this their wills must become equivalent. He or she who holds the equivalences holds the secret of power. Through the interplay of equivalences, hitherto scattered elements can be incorporated into a whole, and thus help to stabilize other elements.'' Culture in the case of Red and Blue may be seen as just such an equivalence. Thus,` [ u] nderstanding what sociologists generally call power relationships means describing the way in which actors are defined, associated and simultaneously obliged to remain faithful to their alliances'' (Callon, 1986, page 224) .
4 Actor-network theory and geography An example of the spatial language of Law was quoted at the beginning of this paper. Deliberately spatial language is present throughout his work, and is also used by Callon and Latour. (5) Moreover, Latour (1997, pages 4^5) has this to say specifically about geography:`T he difficulty we have in defining all associations in terms of networks is due to the prevalence of geography... [G] eographical proximity is the result of a science, geography, of a profession, geographers, of a practice, mapping system, measuring, (5) People routinely use spatial metaphors in language; indeed it is difficult to speak or write without them. Talking or writing specifically about space as a category or geography as a discipline, however, are clearly separate issues.
triangulating. Their definition of proximity and distance is useless for ANT öor it should be included as one type of connection, one type of network ... The notion of network helps us to lift the tyranny of geographers in defining space and offers us a notion which is neither social nor`real' space, but associations.'' (6) In short, Callon, Latour, and Law use an extensive, and at times suggestive, spatial language, but without actually giving much consideration to recent work in geography or to the spatial dimension of actor-networks. Callon et al (1997, page 22) explicitly acknowledge the latter:`O ne obvious ... exclusion is consideration of the spatial effects of programmes. This issue is all the more important as numerous authors have emphasized the importance of territory in the dynamics of innovation.'' Clearly, geographers are among such authors, one only has to think, for example, of the literature on industrial districts in geography.
Geographers, for their part, have been exploring recent developments in the conceptualisation of`network' (for example, Cooke, 1988; Cooke and Morgan, 1993; Grabher, 1993a; Grabher and Stark, 1997; Hudson, 1997; Morgan, 1992; Yeung, 1994) . More specifically, a number of geographers are directly engaging with ANT (for example, Bingham, 1996; Leyshon, 1997; Murdoch, 1995; Swyngedouw, 1997; Thrift, 1996; Whatmore and Thorne, 1997; Woods, 1997; . Indeed, regarding the emphasis on geographical and cultural proximities in this paper, the work of Storper (1997a, page 252 ; see also Storper, 1997b; Storper and Salais, 1997) , in particular, grounds the network concept in economic geography in ways compatible ANT:`F or network production systems öwhether they take the form of industrial districts or of big multinational firms and their suppliersöthe geometry of such linkages is only the tip of the iceberg. The visible structure of these networks ötraded linkagesöis underpinned by a complex structure of interrelations between firms, between firms and labour markets, and between firms and institutions öwhich allows learning to take place. These interrelations depend on the conventions and relations underneath transactional linkages, as well as on certain relations between organizations which are not`hard' at all, which are untraded interdependencies.'' (7) It is not surprising, perhaps, that Callon and Law, as sociologists, and Latour, a philosopher, have paid little attention to work in geography. There are, however, clear affinities between ANT and geography. Many geographers, however, remain suspicious of ANT, not least because of its counterintuitive flattening of agency (for example, Laurier and Philo, 1999) . Of Callon, Latour, and Law, the work of Callon appears most relevant to, especially, economic geography, particularly his recent explications of techn(ic)o-economic networks (Callon, 1991; Callon et al, 1997) . Technico-economic networks were initially called sociotechnical networks (Callon and Law, 1989) , but as Callon has moved more towards engaging with markets, he has tended to focus on the technico-economic characteristics of networks at the expense of social or cultural aspects (Callon, 1998; . As noted, geography is rarely mentioned in this work, other than to indicate that networks do not occur`on the head of a pin'.
(6) Without wishing to be defensive, many different types of mapping are possible in geography. Moreover, Latour is clearly unaware of the concept and uses of relational space in geography, thus making his view possibly as much as thirty years out of date when the work of Harvey, Massey, Storper, Thrift, and others is considered. One suspects that by`geography' Latour meant cartography'; but even if this were the case, cartographers might well seek to question his view. One aim in this paper is to bring a consideration of geography and culture to Callon's understanding of technico-economic networks through the concept of multiple proximities.`Multiple proximities' is an inversion of Law's (1986) empirical investigation of long-distance control, or acting at a distance, in the case of 15th-century and 16th-century Portuguese expansion. Like Law, I maintain that multiple proximities are made possible through documents, devices, and drilled people. In other words, I argue that Blue is a device developed to organise a network which consists of, among other things, formal documents such as contracts as well as individuals versed in the more implicit culture of the organisation, culture facilitating both enrolment and navigation in the network. (8) Geography, however, is not an explicit part of Law's trinity. As well as applying this trinity, therefore, geography is a major focus in the research material in this paper.
As noted, Callon et al (1997) acknowledge the lack of direct consideration of geography regarding their conceptualisation of technico-economic networks. In a footnote, however, they indicate where a connection between ANT and geography might begin to be developed:``Another characteristic öthe geographical extension of networksöis particularly useful when concerned with innovation in certain sectors, where relations of proximity play an important role'' (Callon et al, 1997, page 394) . And proximity can be``both geographical and cultural'' (Cohendet et al, 1999 , page 232; see also Gertler, 1997; Lundvall, 1988; Steiner, 1998) . Or, put another way, proximity can be either geographical or cultural. Contiguity does not guarantee a relationship, and distance does not preclude one.` [ E] lements which are close when disconnected may be infinitely remote if their connections are analysed; conversely, elements which would appear as infinitely distant may be close when their connections are brought back into the picture'' (Latour, 1997, page 4) . The geographies traced in this paper consist both of networks (wholes) and of places (parts) existing as links in commodity or value chains (or customer hierarchies) across different spatial scales. (9) In fact, three types of proximities are discussed in this paper: network, cultural, and geographic. Multiple proximities means, first, that networks are shared, partial, and embedded.`Shared' because unless the geo-operational networks of the enterprises discussed were compatible those enterprises would not be doing business.`Partial' because for many enterprises their presence in a particular network is only a part of their range of associations and capabilities. And`embedded' (Granovetter, 1985) , therefore, because networks occur among other networks. In other words, enterprises are rarely involved in only one network:``actors belong simultaneously to several social worlds and any analysis must take this multiple identity into account in order to trace the dynamics of the interactions'' (Callon, 1998, page 267) .
Second, a consideration of multiple proximities focuses attention on flows and mobilities in networks as people, products, information, etc move via infrastructure that changes comparatively slowly. It can be more important, for instance, that an (8) The distinction between formal and implicit is taken from Durkheim's (1964) conceptualisation of a contract. (9) On commodity chains see Gereffi and Korzeniewicz (1994) ; on value chains see Porter (1990) ; see Dicken and Thrift (1992) and Hayward et al (1998) for discussion of production chains and the related concept filie© re; and see Raikes et al (2000) for a comparison and critique of global commodity chain analysis and the French filie© re approach. In all these instances, any link is always``more than a link, for compromises, new projects, and other new arrangements are also brought into being'' (Callon and Law, 1989 , page 59), as was very much the case regarding Blue.
enterprise is part of a particular organisational network than it is another enterprise's geographic neighbour. You want a guy who knows about left handed paper machines, who knows how to get the best out of the crutch roll on a winky wanky machine? We got the guy, bang. Whereas before the guy from the UK would phone up all his mates and find out and talk to the bloke on the phone and get some ideas and might in six months time get a chance to fly out to Australia and have a look. Now you're just all part of the same company, you just send the guy for a six months posting to the UK. It's about integration, it's about shortening down lines of communication, it's about geographic location having no real effect on the way the enterprise operates'' (management, Blue, June 1998). (10) In short, it is possible for people to communicate and to (be) move(d) across large distances at increasing speed and decreasing cost. Flows and mobilities within networks indicate acquaintances in different hemispheres, as well as neighbours who inhabit different`worlds'. That these worlds have a particular language and a culture that can be as important to associations as geographic proximity is one contention exemplified in this paper. The use of the term`culture' here is somewhat specific. First culture is`i nherently and deeply implicated in what we do and under what social and historical circumstances, in how we think or understand what we do, and how we think about ourselves in that context. It embraces material practices, social relations and ways of thinking. Culture both produces these things and is a product of them in complicated and highly contested historical processes'' (Schoenberger, 1997 , page 120; see also Shackleton, 1998 ). This said, the focus in this paper is on two specific aspects of a particular organisational culture. Each enterprise in this organisation has its own culture, but it also shares the concepts of customer focus and continuous improvement with each of the others in the transport logistics consortium discussed. These two concepts are taken, in part, to make up what participants often referred to as the`corporate culture' of the organisation. Regarding the provenance of these two concepts, importation has been as important as in situ application. In other words, customer focus and continuous improvement have largely been imported/exported from a combination of parent enterprises, the international``how-to'' (Schoenberger, 1994 , page 447) management literature, masters of business administration courses, management consultants, and so on. They are thus part of``an emergent and increasingly powerful cultural circuit of capital' '' (Thrift, 1997, page 40), the research material presented in this paper being an example of their active translation.
Third, the term`multiple proximities' refers to geographic closeness and the enduring importance of physical encounters in doing business. Physical encounters may be formal, involving bringing individuals together from different places for periodic meetings, or they may be informal involving social occasions. Working (10) Many practices are embodied; they are neither wholly tacit nor codifiable. Much knowledge is performed and can only be shared and learnt in practice (Tsouvalis et al, 2000) . At times, there are few shortcuts, translations, or substitutes for physically transporting the knowledgeable to the curious, or vice versa: if a winky wanky machine will not go to an expert operator, then in capitalism a transnational enterprise may happen to acquire an enterprise that contains an expert operator, in this way adding her or him to its network; it may then transport the expert operator to its winky wanky machine. and living in the same place can assist informal business socialising and remains important in the research material discussed.
Proximities are thus apparent both physically and across networks. In this paper it is argued that physical geographic proximity remains important in doing business, but that so too is cultural proximity across the networks of, especially, transnational enterprises. Given multiple proximities, therefore, Serres's``science of nearness and rifts'' (Serres with Latour, 1995, page 60) could as well be called`geography as topology' (Mol and Law, 1994) , especially in light of a long-standing emphasis on relational space of human geographers such as Harvey and Massey (see more recently Hetherington and Law, 2000; Murdoch, 1998) . Geographers can also help actor-network theorists recognise that geography matters (Massey, 1999) in ways central to these theorists' approaches.
In the next section, the development of geo-operational fit and cultural commonality between Red and Blue is discussed.
5 Geo-operational fit and cultural commonality in the case-study organisations
Transport providers] may move to and fro with relative freedom. Like faithful servants they may thus be seen as candidate means for those who wish to exercise long-distance control. However, before they can be so used, they have themselves to be controlled. They have to be able to retain their integrity under a range of circumstances.' ' Law (1986, page 224 
hile exogenous factors may suffice to determine whether an organization should enter alliances, they may not provide enough cues to decide with whom to build those ties.' ' Gulati and Gargiulo (1999, page 1440) By 1993 Red believed that it needed to rationalise (that is, largely to simplify) as well as to restructure its existing transport logistics (figure 1), and it set about finding the right transport provider or providers with which to do so. Only one enterprise, an existing transport provider, could undertake all of Red's transport logistics, but it was no longer considered to be geo-operationally or culturally satisfactory to Red. It was believed that this enterprise``had tunnel vision, they couldn't see change, they couldn't see continuous improvement, they couldn't see the key factors that Red wanted to deliver'' (Management, P, December 1997).
Red initiated a new tendering process, actively associating enterprises that it believed were geo-operationally and culturally alignable.`T hey [Red] suggested that we [P, N, and M] should get together because the job was so big that we, P, had all the rail expertise although we're a trucking company, and N, of course, is [near Red's mainland mill], and M had a lot of other expertise so they saw good synergies and they saw new ideas and definitely smaller companies, all of us, than the X's of this world and therefore obviously a lot more tenacity and desire to get on and do something different'' (Management, P, December, 1997). A process of elimination that started with more than ten tenderers finally came down to a choice between two. Convinced that either tenderer could perform the geooperational rationalisation and restructuring required, and unable to separate them in this way, the decision hung on the issue of proximate culture.`W hat we decided to do was that we then asked the two tenderers to put forward their best case study and we were going to go and talk to the case study one on one. And at that stage it was Y [managing director] and W [general manager] who actually went to the two case studies, spoke to their senior management and they also went down on the floor and spoke to the warehouse people, their transport scheduling people and all those sorts of people. And out of that Y decided that M was more closely aligned to our culture. At that stage it was called the M Consortium, it wasn't called Blue' ' (management, Red, October 1997) . In this way, M was selected to undertake a study of Red's transport logistics, with a view to these being considerably rationalised and restructured. As part of this study, M and Red personnel travelled together overseas in search of ideas that might be applied as part of a new approach to Red's transport logistics. With some fundamental competences (Hodgson, 1998) and cultural commonalities established, Red cautiously began building trustworthiness into the relationship by largely leaving the specifics of the distribution study to the emerging consortium.`A nd basically from that, just with working with the people in the background we were assessing each other to see if we wanted to go past the study stage'' (management, Red, October 1997). (11) Reputation counts for much between enterprises, but trustworthiness takes time to develop:`Y ou just don't get trust overnight, you've got to earn it. And you can only develop trust by performing, and you can't achieve that in five minutes'' (management, M, May 1998).
Cultural commonalitỳ`A
successful process of translation thus generates a shared space, equivalence and commensurability. It aligns.' ' Callon (1991, page 145 )`A nother solution [to problematic coordination] is that of a focal point. Here it is assumed that agents share common knowledge which guarantees their coordination. The nature of this knowledge is highly variable. It may pertain to a shared culture, rules, procedures, routines or conventions which guarantee the adjustments and predictability of behaviour.' ' Callon (1999, page 185) To understand why the major existing transport provider was no longer satisfactory to Red, some backtracking is required. As noted, because of new ownership and managing partnership arrangements in 1988, the onus was put on Red to become more customer focused. In 1991 Red spelt out what customer focus meant regarding its transport logistics. The aim was`t o maximise the benefits to its customers of being the local supplier. Based on thè Just in Time' philosophy, customers are actively being encouraged to reduce their inventory of all products which Red can supply. Customers obtain a number of advantages including less money tied up in working capital to fund inventory, reduced storage requirements implying major potential capital savings, a more frequent rotation of stock which keeps the paper`fresher' and increased ordering flexibility. Red benefits through maintaining and over time increasing its market share'' (Red Annual Review 1991, no page number). Key to the successful restructuring of Red's transport logistics was finding transport providers that had a similar culture of customer focus.
Matt Bradshaw (MB):``Was culture important?'' Interviewee:``Yeah, oh yeah, we had to fit together and the people at the top had to get on well. V as the lead person in the consortium had to have a good working relationship with Y [Red's managing director] and, as a group, five of us had to get on because we were going to be the people doing most of the work and driving the thing.'' What little experience Red had with each of the future three shareholders of Blue was specific to Red's mainland mill, was at only a middle-enterprise level, and was more contractual than partnership in nature.
Interviewee: M at that stage were doing some logging for the [mainland] mill, N were carting finished product to Melbourne from [that] mill, and that was it, that was the only relationship we had, and they hadn't been doing that for very long.'' MB:``So you had not much more to go on than culture?'' Interviewee:``That's right, and that's why the case study proved to be pretty good'' (management, Red, October 1997).
For the emerging group of enterprises to work together, significant relationship building was required.
Interviewee:``We've now got a strong relationship between people such as B, W, V, U, T. I mean if you look at the five, they're the five Board members on Blue, there's a strong personal relationship, those people understand each other very well, share values, share business objectives and work very cohesively. There's nothing much different between the relationship between those five people and any five people within the senior ranks of Red.'' MB:``And that relationship was set up before Blue began operating?'' Interviewee:``Exactly, it had to be a complete personal commitment by people at that level before you could have the Blue consortium'' (management, Red, August 1997).
Though the process was not always as linear as portrayed here, trustworthy cultural and personal relationships needed to be established between the future five board members of Blue to provide the confidence required to tackle geo-operational and organisational restructuring. In other words, establishing cultural proximity was an important precursor to doing formal or contractual business. Geography played a role in this process, both as an emerging geo-operational network and through intermittent geographic proximity. The centres of the enterprises which were to become involved in Blue were located in different parts of Australia: Albury, Hobart, Mt Gambier, and Wagga Wagga (figure 2).
Physical encounters were vital to establishing cultural commonality as individuals moved to attend meetings, conduct familiarisation and assessment case studies, and embark on overseas solution-finding`missions' together. The different location(s) of each enterprise was no barrier to establishing cultural proximity as individuals and information flowed between centres (see also Rusten, 2000) . For example, with physical contact established and intermittently repeated, electronic communication between individuals proved adequate to the task of managing geo-operational business:`I found when I was the sponsor of the Blue project sometimes I had to work really closely with V a lot. V and I would be on the phone to each other ten times a week, and then comfort would be restored and we wouldn't talk for a month'' (management, Red, August 1997). (12) Much competence-based groundwork had therefore already been invested by Red and each of the future Blue shareholders by the time they came to contract. In this sense, competence preceded and was the basis for contract. This was especially the case as the contract was complicated by including more than two parties and 0 100 200 400 km Figure 2 . Locations of the head offices of Red and the shareholder enterprises to be involved in Blue.
(12)``T he telephone creates a common space that integrates as much as Durkheim's religion, or Bourdieu's habitus'' (Callon, 1991, page 157).
was longer term in nature. Contract would not have been reached without Red and the three future Blue shareholders agreeing that they had in common a general interest in partnership, innovation, customer focus, and continuous improvement:`T he Blue initiative really started with Red and we then had to find a partner who had the same culture and philosophy to address what our customers were telling us'' (management, Red, August 1995).`I t follows that transactions between actors will be more and more dependent on the means of interpreting information andöabove allöon establishing confidence that the interpretations which are used (by partners or by commercial relations) are correct, or at least on having confidence with respect to their intentions'' (Storper, 1997a, page 252) . By the time of moving to contract in 1994, this shared general interest had been codified as commitment to the``establishment of a continuous improvement environment'' (Blue distribution deed 1994, no page number). (13) In this way, broad cultural commonality was summarised and written into the legal contract document, each party confident from its investment in relationship building and interenterprise understanding that continuous improvement entailed the same general commitment from each of them.`T o ensure that a contract is not broken, to delimit the actions that can be undertaken within the framework of this contract, the agents concerned have to mobilise a whole set of elements; these are, to use Leigh Star's expression, boundary-objects (Star and Griesemer, 1989) . These objects make possible the framing and stabilization of actions, while simultaneously providing an opening onto other worlds, thus constituting leakage points where overflowing can occur'' (Callon, 1999, page 188) . (14) In the next section, the introduction of the spatial fix developed for Red's transport logistics, containing elements of geography, technology, organisation, and culture, is briefly discussed.
(13) Continuous improvement is prospective and therefore difficult to specify. Some infrastructural improvements may be specifiable, but it cannot be known what new transport logistics technologies may be developed in the future. This difficulty, however, was not of great importance regarding continuous improvement in the case of Blue as the emphasis was less on how improvements were made, than on their measurement. Thus, a``metrological infrastructure in which economic activities are embedded'' (Callon, 1998, page 25) was established concerning Red's transport logistics as a key part of a continuous improvement environment. Recurrent investment in plant and equipment, on-time despatch of newsprint rolls, number of handlings of newsprint rolls, number of newsprint rolls damaged, and so on continue to be routinely measured regarding Blue's performance, the bottom line being cost savings. All measures are both culturally and contractually expected to be being improved, by whatever means transport providers can find or develop:``the possibility of establishing a link between micro and macro calculations depends entirely on the existence and availability of tools allowing for this connection. The aggregation of behaviours and calculations is not a theoretical problem; it is a problem of accounting technology'' (Callon, 1998, page 24) . In other words, and a cultural cliche¨between Red and Blue:`if you can't measure it, you can't improve it'. Thus, numbers can be the teeth in the talk of`soft capitalism ' (Thrift, 1997) . (14) Boundary objects``are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites'' (Star and Griesemer, 1989, page 393) . In this way, as well as the contract itself, cultural concepts flowing between Red and Blue, such as customer focus and continuous improvement, can also be considered to be boundary objects of sorts.
6 Geo-operational changes`W e had several things running in parallel like the equipment design for [the Tasmanian mill], to the UPMs [unitised paper modules], stretch wrapping, skate unloading, we had all that sort of testing going on in parallel with negotiating contracts ... .We decided we would do [the mainland mill] first. And we then decided that we would change over the [Tasmanian mill's] mainland transport. And then we were limited by changing the shipping out of Hobart on the 1st of January 1996, so that was the first big one [deadline] . We made a fair meal of changing over [the mainland mill], there were a lot of problems there, but by the time we came to do the [Tasmanian mill's] mainland [newsprint distribution] we did that fairly comfortably. We managed to do the shipping without one drama. It was amazing that we could change all that over, basically finish with one transport company here in Hobart today, and start up tomorrow out of Burnie, and we didn't miss one shipment to a customer.'' (management, Red, October 1997) (see figure 3) Blue also took over the inventory warehousing of newsprint that had previously been done by Red's customers in their offsite warehouses. Whereas, from Red's Tasmanian mill, transport logistics immediately pre-Blue involved warehouses at the mill and each of the Hobart and Melbourne wharves, a number of a given customer's Transport logistics of newsprintoffsite warehouses, and a smaller warehouse at that customer's press site, Blue transport logistics required a new warehousing facility at the mill, no warehousing at the wharves, large capital city warehousing by Blue instead of offsite warehousing by the customer, and technology and equipment changes at the customer's new larger onsite warehouse (figure 4). The aim was to provide a daily, or`as needs', just-in-time service into customers' onsite warehouses.`W hat they used to do previously was send big lumps, and big lumps don't allow just-in-time. And, of course, then when they had a problem, they had a big lump problem. Whereas the quicker you can get it, and the more you can reduce the stock, the more you reduce the inventory and if you've got a product problem, the shorter the line is between from when it's made to when it's sold, the sooner you find it'' (management, M, May 1998).
Multiple proximities`[
T]he territorial element ... needs refocusing, from the geography of input^output relationsöindustrial complexes and spatial divisions of labouröand the economics of proximity in traded linkages, to the geography of untraded interdependencies and the technology and economics of proximity and distance in them. This, in turn, is necessarily bound up with the geography of conventions and relations, which have cognitive, informational and psychological and cultural foundations.' ' Storper (1997a, pages 254^255) Clearly, multiple proximities are apparent in this example. People and information are mobile and whether it was interenterprise transfers, overseas trips, tender documents, or contracts, personnel and texts were routinely transported between networked places. There are, obviously, also multiple, or more or less elaborate or elongated, networks present in the research material. For example, enterprises in the same industry but not directly in competition were prepared to share information on overseas trips. The Blue network itself therefore has dimensional and directional aspects (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987) . The term`dimensional aspects' refers to infrastructure between places in the network. Infrastructure and places are largely immobile and consist mainly of the lines and points in figure 3 . In ways such as in figure 3, infrastructure and places give geo-operational dimension to a network. Direction, on the other hand, is provided by various mobile humans and nonhumans. Trains and bogies, ships, trucks and trailers, aeroplanes, drivers, pilots, etc transport products and people around the network. Infrastructure and places therefore do not on their own make a geooperational or organisational network. Like lifeblood, mobiles are needed to do the linking. And, as in the case from me to you, bodies punctuate as well as participate in movements. Thus, importantly, it is strategists and decisionmakers (Clark, 1998a; 1998b; Dunham, 1997) who help conceive links, and who in this way in part direct, shape, and restructure networks. (15) Geo-operational fit and cultural commonality went hand-in-hand early in the Blue initiative. The geographies of what new transport logistics providers could undertake and what Red wanted undertaken clearly had to be compatible, but so too did their`v alues and goals'' (management, Red, October 1997).`W hat we're saying here is that a values match is fundamental to a partnership. It's actually fundamental to the delivery of the business outcome promises that we make to each other'' (management, Red, August 1997). After establishing geo-operational fit and cultural commonality öto which the different location of the head office of each enterprise presented no major difficultyöfinalising the organisational form and location of the management company to be established to coordinate Red's overall transport logistics was the next step taken. 7 Blue's organisational structure, centre, and recentrè`T here are many indicators that enable us to measure the degree of convergence of a network. We will mention two important ones. The first is linguistic: ... there exists a linguistic community that facilitates all the translations and creations of relationships mentioned above ... . Types of coordination constitute the second indicator ... . Unified organizational structures, conventions or collaborative agreements are some of the various proofs of the existence of strong interaction between often quite heterogeneous activities.' ' Callon et al (1997, page 392) Cooke and Morgan (1998) make the point that innovation can be organisational as well as technical. In the language of ANT, Blue can be considered to be an innovative (15)`I n part' because no decisionmaker works alone and few have a free hand. An enormous amount of resources and work by a collection of people usually feeds into major decisions in an enterprise, feasibility studies being an obvious example. The decision itself is also often shared among a number of senior managers or board members, though managing directors and chairpersons continue to function as key delegates regarding responsibility for success or failure. Regarding limitations, newsprint in Australia, for example, is manufactured at two sites and needs to be delivered to five main locations. Geography constrains in this way, as do decisionmakers' requirements to decrease operating costs hopefully thereby increasing operating profits, increasing total shareholder return, and improving the enterprise's ability competitively to accumulate. Moreover, decisionmakers operating in networks at a particular, for example national, scale can be impinged on by decisionmakers operating in associated networks operating at a transnational scale; few networks are self-contained but are embedded among other networks. These elements, then, in part constitute decisionmakers'``spaces of calculability'' (Callon, 1998 , page 256) both within and between enterprises, recognising that parts of this space are always unknown, its boundaries porous and its make-up dynamic. And this calculability has a language and a culture that also frames opportunities and constraints. device through which relations are centred, operations are managed, and transport logistics are improved.
As well as being seen by Red as a geo-operational and organisational network, Blue is also considered to be embedded in a`customer' hierarchy or pecking order:`R ed doesn't have a financial involvement in Blue from an ownership point of view. R has a contract with P. S has a contract with Blue, as has T. T also carry [others'] paper product, paper forms a large part of their business, mainly through Blue and through F. The S and the T contracts are assignable to Red in case we have a bust up ... . And you've got Red as a customer, then of course you've got Red's customers. Blue is providing that service on behalf of Red. Red has two people on the [Blue] board, part of the open book arrangement so we know what's going on, but the voting structure is such that the two Red members plus one of the three owners [of Blue] can't outvote the other two owners, it's got to be two from Red plus two of the owners to outvote one owner, though nothing's ever happened like that. Q [General Manager of the Blue management company] goes to the board meetings but he's not a board member '' (management, Red, October 1997) . (See figure 5.)
Forming the Blue management company helped organisationally to centre Red's new transport logistics arrangements. Only the location of the new management company's head office remained to be decided. As noted, none of the major participants in the Blue partnership had its head office located in the same city as any of the others. Until a decision regarding where to locate Blue's head office was made, Blue's de facto head office flowed between Albury, Hobart, Mt Gambier, and Wagga Wagga, as meetings between the major participants occurred from place to place. In many respects, Blue's network was a more immediate priority than its centre as geooperational issues and then organisational structure took precedence over the actual location of the office of the company to be created to manage the network. Shareholders in Blue faced a simple choice regarding the location of the Blue management company: to be operation oriented or to be customer oriented. Geooperationally, Blue's shareholders were directly involved only in Red's mainland Australian transport logistics; in other words, all legs of Red's Tasmania-to-mainland transport logistics were`subcontracted'. Nearly all customers to which Red's newsprint was delivered were also located on the Australian mainland. However, the location of Red's head office, was in Hobart, Tasmania. Against the geo-operational, but not the cultural, logic of the Blue network, therefore, the three shareholder enterprises decided to locate Blue's head office in Hobart, not 200 m from the head office of Blue's customer, Red. Moreover, all Blue management company personnel appointed were Hobart-based Tasmanians. The framing (Callon, 1998 (Callon, , 1999 ; see also Clark, 1998a; 1998b) of this decision, however, was about to change significantly.
New head, new centre
Almost coincident with the location of Blue's head office in Hobart, a new managing director was appointed to Red from its transnational owner's Canadian region pulpand-paper subdivision. To Red's new managing director, both the culture and the location of Red's head office needed to be rethought:`S ome of the things that I didn't like about the company were that the staff in particular, right through the entire company, people had a real sense of job security, life-time employment, not having to move, the company was responsible for their career paths ... . I'd never worked in a corporate office in my life where so many people in the office had been born in that area, had been educated in that area and worked in that area and actually intended to spend the rest of their life there. I'd never experienced that, coming from North America where careers and the cities you live in are quite fluid'' (management, Red, September 1998). Within twelve months Red's new managing director was preparing head-office employees for a possible relocation to mainland Australia:`[ W]hen I first came here I said to the previous managing director`why isn't the office in Melbourne or Sydney?' and he said`I went to the office and I asked who would move and only one person said they'd move, everybody said they'd quit before that'. So I just said`any new promotions, any new hirings, you have to agree that you'd move to Melbourne or Sydney or you don't get the promotion. If you want to be in the corporate office, I won't hire you unless you agree to possibly move in the future'' (management, Red, September 1998). Indeed, since his appointment, Red's new managing director had been basing himself in Sydney.`H is job, he says, is`relationships'. Getting to know people including the government and customers.`That means a lot of face to face work. You can't do it over a computer terminal or over a telephone. You have to go to lunch with people, you have to go to evening functions and you need time for informal discussions ... . I think at the senior level of business it is inter-personal relationships that make the differences. Anyone can make a product, but the difference between us and the other guy is the relationship that we build with the customer. The trust. The ability to talk to them' '' [management, Red in the enterprise's newspaper, 1998(1) 8]. When Red's transnational managing partner acquired full ownership of the enterprise in 1997, the recently appointed managing director got his chance to relocate and restructure Red's head office.
``The fact is that the headquarters of most of our customers are in Sydney. I think B did a sum based on his fingers on a map of Sydney by doing a little circle with a compass and within two kilometres of our office up there there's something like 70 per cent of our customers' base headquarters'' (management, Red, May 1998). Like Blue, therefore, Red was choosing to be more customer than operation oriented.
7.2 Old centrè`T he behaviour of actors, and more generally their definition, changes with the state of the network, which is itself the product of previous actions.' ' Callon (1991, pages 153^154) As noted, many of the changes put in place as part of the Blue initiative would not have been possible without concepts communicated personally and through papers by way of contacts, conferences, specific overseas fact-finding missions, etc. In this sense, cultural proximity can transcend place by linking distant places. More specifically, there exist international business, transnational enterprise, divisional, regional, national, industry, professional, organisational, and local proximities, among others, that can coexist for enterprises and individuals; and that proximity which ultimately pays the bills may not be the proximity with which an individual is most closely personally attached. Choosing between (new place) money and (old place) attachment is one of the more difficult decisions often faced by people in capitalism. For example, situating Red's Australasian regional head office in Sydney meant that Blue's customerfocused head office also had to be moved there. This move proved too dislocating for Blue's Hobart-based employees, despite one possible alternative being unemployment in the comparatively depressed Tasmanian job market:`[ The transnational managing partner] when they purchased Red obviously sat down and worked out what they were going to do globally. Part of that was that they were going to rationalise the Australasian operations. [Red] . Therefore, Blue needs to move. Therefore, the people need to move. If the people won't move then the people are all redundant. We've all said we won't move so we're all redundant. Simple as that'' (management, Blue, June 1998). Blue's centre had less to do with its own geo-operational network or its personnel than with its position in a customer hierarchy and the changing ownership structure and geo-operational network of its immediate customer, Red. (16) Moreover, as Red's culture was shifted so, too, did that of Blue.
``Did we as partners pick up the philosophy of what they were going into? Do we change when they change? We have been very close to them. B has given us information, I've got a bag full now, the latest information, changes and everything new in place that I got this morning. Is our response any different to this regime to the last regime? I think we respond to the philosophy of the regime, yes. We felt that we had got to a certain stage, we were settled, and we were very highly thought of by Red. There's now a total change in the Blue personnel and a move to Sydney, and we've had to do that because of their modern philosophy, and that's their key performance indicators, business processes, etc. that they've brought in. And I'd say we've changed our total arrangement with them, even though we've got a contract through to the year 2000. We've changed that contract arrangement happily because we believe that we have got to meet the requirements of Red, however that may be. And if it's going to be beneficial to us, we will get further into their supply chain '' (management, N, May 1998) . (17) The requirement to be continuously improving therefore blends the formal with the flexible, making operational,`philosophical', and even contractual matters both concrete and fluid. Thus, contracts``are simultaneously resources and intermediaries (Callon, 1991) ; they frame the interactions and represent openings onto wider networks, to which they give access'' (Callon, 1998, page 254) .
Conclusions
The argument in this paper has been twofold: first, that ANT has much to contribute to geographer's understandings of the many different types of actor-networks investigated in geography; and, second, that work in geography can assist actor-network theorists better to appreciate the importance of space in their formulations. In making this argument, Law's conceptualisation of long-distance control, or acting at a distance, through documents, devices, and drilled people has been empirically applied. In this economic geography, distance has been inverted to focus on multiple proximities in the development of a functional but changeable contract document, the construction of an organisational network device, and the alignment of individuals across enterprises through culture. The Blue consortium has proved to be complex, combining network, cultural, and geographic proximities as part of a particular commodity-chain or customer hierarchy as well as being nested within the networks of each enterprise involved, some of which operate transnationally. Geographic proximity is helpful in doing business, but it is not necessary in every case or all of the time. The Blue consortium has also proved to be dynamic. The changing geography of networks driven by acquisitions and restructurings in the cause of competitive accumulation can enrol the geographically distant and/or omit`neighbours' for reasons of different ownership structure and/or culture.
That network infrastructure, flows, and points include and exclude, concentrate and select, and are implicated with some but not other networks operating across varying scales was noted some thirty years ago by Lefebvre (1991, pages 331 and 332) :``Centrality is therefore a form, empty in itself but calling for contents ... centrality connects the punctual to the global.'' (Callon (1991, page 153) puts it this way: (17) Clearly, in the research material presented power is both hierarchic, involving Red as initiator and major customer, as well as networked, involving transport providers attempting organisationally, culturally, technologically, and so on as far as possible to``lock-in'' (Grabher, 1993b, Martin and Sunley, 1996) Red to their service. [Unlike in Grabher (1993b) ,`lock-in' is meant on an enterprise-to-enterprise basis rather than regionally.]
``The process of punctualisation thus converts an entire network into a single point or node in another network ... . The principle, then, is general: networks of punctualised networks may themselves be folded up into points. And, as such points are clustered together, so one moves from the micro-social to the macro-social.'' A part of the network of each enterprise involved in Blue needed geo-operationally to punctualise with a part of each of the others or they could not do business together. They would not be doing business, either, if a part of each's culture had not punctualised with a part of each of the others through the concepts of customer focus and continuous improvement. These punctualisations link elements in different places, but not in different`worlds'. Geography is thus both form (network) and point (place, centre, location), with lines being just as important in forming geographic networks of relations between (some) places. Geo-operational and cultural punctualisations or proximities were vital in the case of Blue, but geographic proximity did not disappear from this picture. In many ways separable from geo-operational infrastructure, enterprise delegatesöwalking testimony of geo-operational fit and talking examples of cultural commonalityömoved to be geographically proximate to one another when necessary. It was also important that the management company established to centre the organisation be geographically proximate to Red, the major customer. Thus, geographic proximity could be continuous, intermittent, or partial. Some delegates involved were required to be geographically proximate only some of the time, and major relations of geographic proximity involving customers, such as in Sydney, were implemented at the expense of minor customers and peripheral places elsewhere in the network. These other places were made proximate through geo-operational, cultural, and occasional geographic proximities. These proximities proved more than adequate to coordinate interaction between, for example, the differently located centres of each enterprise involved in Blue. (18) Thus, a network of, especially, a transnational corporation does not take place on the head of a pin; a complex geography of points, lines and talk is always becoming networked. Geographers have for some time tracked such networks of relations and, as much as ANT can help geographers to conceptualise these, work in geography can surely assist actor-network theorists to appreciate the important spatial dimensions to their conceptualisations of networks.
